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26 October 2011 Director’s Report 

To the Ordinary Meeting Environment and Planning Services 
Department

 

2.4 DA/204/2007/A - Application to Modify the Design of a new Access 
Driveway and Intersection required for an Existing Timber Product 
Manufacturing/Storage Operation      

TRIM REFERENCE: DA/204/2007/A - D02803275 

AUTHOR: Peter Fryar; Manager Development Assessment  
 

SUMMARY 
 
An application has been received for the modification of conditions of development consent 
relating to the construction of an access driveway and intersection to an existing timber 
product manufacturing/storage operation.  The application has been examined having regard 
to the matters for consideration detailed in section 79C of the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Act and other statutory requirements with the issues requiring attention and 
consideration being addressed in the report. 
 
Applicant Eaton and Sons Pty Ltd  C/- ADW Johnson 
Owner Eaton and Sons Pty Ltd  
Application No DA/204/2007/A 
Description of Land Lot 11 DP 1091396 
 464 Ruttleys Road Mannering Park 
Proposed Development  Modification of conditions of Development Consent No 

DA/204/2007 relating to the construction of an access driveway 
and intersection to an existing timber product 
manufacturing/storage operation. 

Site Area 5.266 Ha 
Zoning 5(a) Special Uses -  Power Station 
 

RECOMMENDATION 

1 That Council, having regard to the matters for consideration detailed under 
Section 96(1A) and Section 79C of Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 
1979, modify Development Consent No 204/2007 in the following manner: 

A Delete Condition 9 and insert in that place a new condition 9 to read as 
follows: 

 
“9 The driveway/intersection onto Ruttleys Road shall be relocated 

approximately 135 metres south of the existing unsealed site access. 
 

 Detailed construction design plans and specifications shall be prepared 
in accordance with the following requirements and submitted for 
approval by Council prior to issue of a Construction Certificate. 
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 A Detail Design Road Safety Audit (RSA) prepared by a qualified 
Level 3 Road Safety Auditor shall be undertaken on the 
intersection design. The RSA is to be submitted to Council and 
all issues identified in the RSA shall be addressed to the 
satisfaction of Council as the Roads Authority prior to the 
release of the Construction Certificate. 

 
 The design shall be prepared in accordance with Austroads 2009 

“Guide to Road Design – Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised 
Intersections “BAR” treatment on a major road and Wyong Shire 
Council’s Development Control Plan 2005, Chapter 67 
Engineering Requirements for Development. 

 
 The design shall be supported by a Geotechnical Investigation 

and pavement design report prepared by a suitably qualified 
practising Geotechnical Engineer. 

 
 The design of additional civil works necessary to ensure 

safisfactory transitions to existing work as a result of work 
conditioned for the development. 

 
 The design of the intersection should take into account the 

location of the existing large power poles and guard fencing. 
Note: The widened pavement required in accordance with the 
BAR (Austroads Figure 7.5 treatment) should be formed, sealed 
and the outside edge line a sufficient offset from any guard 
fencing. 

 
B Delete Condition 10 and insert in that place a new condition 10 to be read 

as follows: 
 

“10 The preparation and  submission to the Council as the Roads 
Authority of a ‘pre-opening stage’ Road Safety Audit for the works 
within the Ruttley’s Road prepared by a Level 3 Road Safety Auditor 
recognised on the NSW Register of Road Safety Auditors. Any 
deficiencies identified within the audit must be resolved in 
consultation with Council prior to the acceptance of the works and 
release of a Construction Certificate.” 

 
C Delete Condition 11 and insert in that place a new Condition 11 to read as 

follows: 
 

“11 Detailed construction design plans and specifications shall be 
prepared for the construction of the internal roadway providing 
vehicular access from the new Ruttleys Road access intersection 
connecting to the carparking and loading area within the site.  The 
construction shall include the sealing and drainage of the existing 
carpark area. The design shall be in accordance with the following 
requirements and shall be submitted and approved by 
Council/Accredited Certifier prior to issue of any Construction 
Certificate: 
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 The driveway accessway shall be a minimum 7.5 metres wide 

sealed pavement in accordance with the requirements of the 
current Australian Standard AS2890 and Council’s 
Development Control Plan 2005, Chapter 67 – Engineering 
Requirements for Development. 

 
 The driveway accessway is to be of sufficient width to ensure 

heavy vehicles /semi trailers can pass at any point along the 
driveway access with adequate clearances. 

 
 The design plans shall include a pavement design prepared 

by a suitably qualified Geotechnical Engineer. 
 
 The internal driveway construction works shall be completed, 

surveyed and identified by “Works as Executed” information 
in accordance with Council’s Development Control Plan 2005, 
Chapter 67 – Engineering Requirements for Development to 
Council’s satisfaction prior to the issue of an Occupation 
Certificate. 
 

D Delete Condition 36 and insert in that place a new Condition 36 to read as 
 follows: 

 
“36 The completion of the construction of the new access/intersection 

onto Ruttleys Road approximately 135 metres south of the existing 
unsealed access in accordance with the plans approved under 
Condition No 9 and 10. 

 
 In this  regard, all access construction works and associated “BAR” 

intersection works within Ruttleys Road shall be completed, surveyed 
and identified by “Works as Executed” information  in accordance 
with Council’s Development Control Plan 2005, Chapter 67 – 
Engineering Requirements for Development to Council’s satisfaction 
prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate. Note: All 
recommendations of the Road Safety Audit approved under Condition 
10 shall be implemented to the satisfaction of Council prior to the 
issue of the Occupation Certificate. 

 
E Delete Condition No 40 and insert in that place a new condition 40 to read 

as follows: 
 

“40 Upon completion of the construction of the new access intersection 
the existing unsealed access is to be closed. The works shall include 
the restoration of the damaged carriageway pavement within Ruttleys 
Road, reinstatement of the line marking, removal of excess road base 
material and the stabilisation of the area with suitable mulch and the 
planting of native vegetation prior to the issue of an Occupation 
Certificate.” 
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F Delete Condition 41 and inserting in that place a new condition 41 to 

read as follows: 
 

“41 The construction of the carpark  and internal driveways detailed 
on the design plans approved in accordance with the 
requirements of Condition 11 within six (6) months from the date 
of issue of the modified consent. Certification of the 
construction by a suitably qualified consultant is to be provided 
to Council prior to the issue of an Occupation Certificate.” 

 
 

PRECIS  
 
 An application has been lodged pursuant to the provisions of Section 96(1A) of the 

Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) for the modification of 
conditions of development consent relating to the relocation and construction of an 
access driveway and intersection to an existing timber storage/manufacturing operation 
approved under development consent No DA/204/2007. 

 
 Development Consent (DA/204/2007) was granted by Council on 10 March 2010 for the 

“Adaptive re-use of a heritage item for industrial purposes”.  The approved operation, 
namely a timber manufacturing/storage operation involved predominantly with the 
manufacturing of timber frames and trusses, was in operation on the subject site prior to 
the granting of the development consent for the use.  The Development Application (the 
DA) seeking to regularise the use was submitted in response to Orders issued by the 
Land & Environment Court of NSW (L&E Court).  The DA relied upon the ‘Heritage 
Provisions’ contained within the Wyong Local Environmental Plan 1991 (WLEP 1991) to 
permit the activity.  A detailed history is provided further in the report. 

 
 A number of conditions were imposed on the consent requiring the relocation of the 

existing access driveway to Ruttleys Road and the construction of a new access 
driveway and intersection.  In particular, Condition 9 of DA/204/2007 states: 

 
“The design of an access onto Ruttleys Road approximately 135 metres south of existing 
intersection.  The access onto Ruttleys Road is to be designed in accordance with 
Austroads ’Guide to Road Design – Part 4A:  Unsignallised and Signalised 
Intersections’.  Council’s Development Control Plan 2005, Chapter 67 – Engineering 
Requirements for Development to a type BAR treatment.  The design plans must be 
approved by Council as the Roads Authority prior to the issue of a Construction 
Certificate.” 
 

 Condition 10 requires a ‘Detailed Design – Road Safety” Audit prepared by a qualified 
Road Safety Auditor to be undertaken on the intersection design.  Condition 36 requires 
the completion of the new access onto Ruttleys Road in accordance with the approved 
design. 
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 The Section 96(1A) application seeks to amend the required access to Ruttleys Road 

from a BAR treatment as per ‘Austroads Road Design’ to “a driveway access in 
accordance with “AS 2890.2-2002 “Parking Facilities - Off Street Commercial Vehicle 
Facilities”.  Essentially, the proposed modified intersection design sought by the Applicant 
is of a lesser standard to the BAR intersection treatment currently required under the 
conditions of development consent. It should be noted that the intersection treatment 
under AS 2890.2-2002 relies upon Ruttleys Road. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Site  
 
The site is located on the western side of Ruttleys Road and is occupied by Eaton Building 
Materials Pty Ltd and used for the purposes of manufacture of timber frames and trusses, 
timber mill, building material store and associated office and amenities. 
 
The property is known as Lot 11 in DP 1091396 Ruttleys Road, Mannering Park.  The 
subject site is zoned 5(a) (Special Uses Zone) – Power Station under WLEP 1991 and has 
an area of 5.266ha.  The site contains a large shed which appears to have been constructed 
around 1985 which was previously used for the maintenance of equipment for the coal mine 
which supplied the nearby electricity power station. 
 
A two-storey office/amenities building is located to the north of the large shed and is used for 
administrative purposes associated with the business.  Surrounding the curtilage of the large 
shed are open storage areas for timber and manufactured products.  A large ‘stockpile’ of 
waste material is situated at the rear (west) of the shed.  The waste material stored on site is 
the subject of separate legal action as no development consent has been obtained for the 
stockpile.   
 
An existing private access driveway intersection with Ruttleys Road is located towards the 
northern boundary of the subject site.  The driveway intersects near a bend on Ruttleys Road 
and is located close to the existing accessway to the Coal & Allied site opposite.  An internal 
‘loop’ roadway extends through the property and is currently unformed.   
 
 
The Proposed Modification  
 
Development Consent was granted by Council on 10 March 2010 for “adaptive re-use of a 
heritage item for industrial purposes”.  The use of the site has a long history, including 
previous Class 4 Proceedings in the LEC against the owner/operator Eaton & Sons Pty Ltd 
which were resolved with Court Consent Orders dated 15 December 2006.  The Orders 
required the lodgement of a Development Application with the Council for the use of the 
subject land for the purpose of manufacture of frames and timber trusses, timber mill, 
building materials, storage and associated office and amenities.  The Court Orders 
specifically envisage the Development Application to include construction of a new access 
driveway for the subject land or the upgrade of the existing access from Ruttleys Road in 
accordance with the Development Consent requirements.  At the time the Orders were 
entered into, the exact location, design etc of the driveway was not known and accordingly, 
the specific requirements for the access driveway/intersection were to form part of the 
development consent process. 
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The Court Orders did specifically state that the design of the new access driveway was 
required to be “ …… approved by Council as part of a Development Consent”.  Further, the 
Orders specifically required “the new or upgraded driveway shall be constructed within 6 
months of the receipt of the Development Consent”.  
 
A Traffic Report was prepared and submitted with the Development Application in 
accordance with the requirements of the Court Orders which specified that the exact location 
of the accessway/driveway was to be determined by suitably qualified Traffic Engineer as 
part of the Traffic Report to be submitted under the Statement of Environmental Effects 
accompanying the Development Application.  The Traffic Report suggested four options for 
access to the development which were considered and assessed by Council’s Traffic 
Engineer who subsequently formulated four further options that could provide for a 
satisfactory access being: 
 
1. Widen Ruttleys Road on the eastern side at the location of the existing driveway to 

include a Right Hand turning lane. Widen Ruttleys Road on the western side at the 
location of the existing driveway to include a right hand turning lane. The construction 
of a new access/driveway approximately 135 metres south of the existing driveway 
within a previously cleared area along the frontage of the subject siteThe construction 
of an access/driveway approximately  95 metres south of the existing driveway, in the 
area between the existing high voltage power poles on the eastern side of the 
roadOption 3 above was considered to be the preferred option for the 

intersection/driveway construction for reasons as follows: 
 
 Improved site lines along Ruttleys Road 
 Area along property frontage had been previously cleared with only minor regrowth 
 The construction of a driveway 10 metres wide in width is likely to only require removal 

of one Scribbly Gum (Eucalyptus haemastoma).  The tree identified did not have any 
visible hollows 

 Increasing the width of the existing clearing to accommodate the driveway 10 metres 
wide was unlikely to create a barrier to fauna movements, such as the Squirrel Glyder 

 
Option 3 was the most preferred option from an Ecological perspective.  At the time, 
Council’s Traffic Engineer suggested traffic safety could be improved by increasing the 
length of the guardrail and erecting signage or moving an electricity pole situated on the 
opposite side of the road. 
 
Consequently, conditions were imposed on the Development Consent requiring the 
preparation of design plans for the construction of a new access road onto Ruttleys Road 
which was to be located approximately 135 metres south of the existing intersection.  The 
design was to include a minimum 7.5 metre wide sealed vehicular access from the end of the 
intersection to the main factory building on the site (existing unformed internal loop road). 
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Condition 36 of the consent requires the completion of the access onto Ruttleys Road prior to 
the issue of an Occupation Certificate for the premises.  More specifically, the Court Orders 
require the new or upgraded driveway to be constructed within 6 months of receipt of 
Development Consent ( i.e.by 17 September 2010).   
 
The Applicant in correspondence dated 21 September 2011, provided details of the 
proposed modification, the subject of this Report and states: 
 
 
”It is understood that one of Council’s primary reasons for the imposition of this requirement 
was a concern that the existing driveway location was sub-optimal in terms of sight distances 
for vehicles travelling south along Rutleys Road.  The concern was that these south travelling 
vehicles would round the bend, and not have enough time to respond if a heavy vehicle was 
turning right out of or into the site.  These concerns are noted, and it is for this reason that 
this application does not seek to alter the location of the access into the site, merely the 
design of the facility.  The proposed driveway is still proposed to be 135m to the south of the 
existing driveway. 
 
The current proposal seeks to amend the requirement for the access from Rutleys Road to 
be a BAR treatment as per Austroads; to a driveway access in accordance with AS 2890.2 – 
2002 “Parking Facilities, Off Street Commercial Vehicle Facilities”.  Given that the sight 
distance issue is acknowledged by the proponent, hence the proposed location being 
consistent with the approval, it is considered that the provision of a BAR treatment for the 
access is not warranted in this instance.  It is further noted that the heavy vehicles which use 
the site typically only operate during daylight hours, thereby not causing a potential traffic 
complication at night. 
 
The proposed driveway services a bulk store handling facility.  From previous studies, it is 
understood that traffic movements from heavy vehicles into and out of the site are small (of 
the order of 6 vehicles per day).  The proposed access can comply with the requirements of 
AS2890.2 – 2002 in terms of the plan geometry and midblock configuration of the main road 
– and sight distance as shown on the attached preliminary arrangement. 
 
Rutleys Road in the vicinity of the access driveway is straight in plan alignment and 
longitudinally flat allowing for good sight distance.  Sight distances to the south are well 
beyond those required under the Australian Standard and the sight distance to the north 
exceeds the code requirement of 200m for an 89 second gap at a design speed of 90km/hr.  
The left out movement for an articulated vehicle can be accommodated without forcing 
vehicles across the centreline into opposing direction traffic. 
 
Council is therefore requested to modify the consent in the following manner: 
 
1. Conditions of Consent 
 
As a result of the proposed changes, the following conditions are requested to be modified: 
 
i. Condition 1 
 

Add to this condition a reference to the drive way plans prepared by ADW Johnson, 
Project No. 150153 No. 001 Rev A. 
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ii. Condition 9 
 

This condition is proposed to be amended to read as follows: 
 
“The design of a driveway access onto Rutleys Road approximately 135m south of the 
existing driveway access to the site.  The driveway is to be designed in accordance with 
Figure 3.2 of AS 2890.2 – 2002 “Parking Facilities – Off Street Commercial Vehicle 
Facilities”, and DCP 2005, Chapter 67 – Engineering Requirements for Development.  
The design plan must be approved by Council as the Roads Authority prior to 
commencement of construction”. 
 

iii. Condition 10 
 

It is proposed that condition 10 be deleted, given that the proposed amendments can 
comply with AS 2890.2, therefore obviating the need for an RSA. 
 
 

iv. Condition 36 
 
 This condition is proposed to be amended to refer to the driveway being constructed in 

accordance with Figure 3.2 of AS 2890.2 – 2002 “Parking Facilities – Off Street 
Commercial Vehicle Facilites”. 

 
VARIATIONS TO POLICIES   
 
Nil 
 
 
HISTORY  
 
The site has been historically used for mining and power station related uses since the 
1950s.  The land was zoned 5(a) Special Uses – Power Station under Interim Development 
Order No. 58 dated 18 February 1977.  The large industrial building was erected around 
1985 and appears to have been used for storage of mining equipment, though there is 
evidence that there were some industrial processes conducted at the site during this time.  
There is no evidence that Council consent was gained by the Electricity Commission for the 
construction of this building although there is evidence of a certificate of compliance under 
Section 15B of the Mines Subsidence Act being issued for the building by the Mines 
Subsidence Board. 
 
The subject lot was created by a subdivision in 1989, which separated the shed and curtilage 
from the parent lot which is currently in the ownership of Delta Electricity.  The Centennial 
Coal Company purchased Powercoal (formerly Elcom Collieries) in 2002 and occupied the 
site prior to purchase by Eaton and Sons in 2004.  Centennial Coal used the building for 
storage of mining equipment. 
 
Council records indicate that formal discussion with regard to legal occupation of the site by 
Eaton and Sons Pty Ltd for the manufacture of timber frames and trusses and associated 
administrative activities commenced in June 2005.  The most relevant events since this time 
are summarised below: 
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 23 August 2006 - At the Ordinary Meeting of Council a Question Without Notice was 

raised seeking a report on “the activities being carried out on Lot 11 DP 1091396 
Ruttleys Road, Mannering Park and actions being taken in regard to these activities?” 

 
 27 September 2006 – A response to the Question Without Notice was reported to 

Council and advise if an unauthorised operation has been or is continuing on site and 
if it appears to be expanding.  Council had already commenced Class 4 action in the 
L&E Court requesting the use to cease. 

 
 15 December 2006 – The L&E Court issued Consent Orders requiring the 

Respondent (Eaton and Sons Pty Ltd) to undertake action including the lodgement of 
a development application with an appropriate Statement of Environmental Effects 
and additional information with regard to traffic, access, waste management, disabled 
facilities and heritage.  The Order also required the construction of a new/upgraded 
access driveway envisaged to be provided under the terms of the Orders within 6 
months of receipt of the development consent (i.e. 10 September 2010).     

 
 22 February 2007 – Development Application lodged (DA 204/2007). The 

assessment process had been protracted due to legal argument concerning whether 
or not an application was necessary and whether the site benefitted from existing or 
continuing use rights.  During the assessment process, the Applicant lodged a 
Rezoning Application (RZ/1/2007) for the recognition of the Heritage value of the Bulk 
Store Building located on the site. 

 
 20 March 2009 – Wyong LEP (1991) (Amendment No. 175) was gazetted in the New 

South Wales Government Gazette 2009 No 101.  The Local Environmental Plan 
included the industrial (Bulk Store Building) as a Heritage Item of Local Significance 
under Schedule 1 of Wyong LEP 1991, effective as of 20 March 2009.   

 
 17 March 2010 – Development consent granted (after Council determined the 

application on the 10 March 2010) for the “Adaptive re-use of a heritage item for 
industrial purposes”. 

 
 29 November 2010 – Notice of Intention to issue an Order issued pursuant to the 

provisions of Section 121H of the EP&A Act requiring the operator (Eaton and Sons 
Pty Ltd) to “cease using the premises for industrial purposes”.  The reasons given for 
the proposed Order being the premises are being used in contravention of the 
conditions of Development Consent No DA/204/2007 resulting in potential life safety, 
environmental and amenity issues. 

 
 14 December 2010 – Representations made by Eaton and Sons Pty Ltd in response 

to Council’s Notice of Intention. 
 

 21 September 2011 – Inspection of the subject premises undertaken by Council’s 
Solicitor and Council Officers in response to representations made by Eaton and 
Sons Pty Ltd. 

 
 22 September 2011 – Section 96(1A) application submitted seeking to modify 

condition No’s 1, 9, 10 and 36 of DA/204/2007 to permit an amended access 
driveway/intersection construction. This application is the subject of this report. 
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PERMISSIBILITY 
 
The subject Lot and its previous Portions 467, 477, 478 were zoned 5(a) – Special Uses 
Power Station under Interim Development Order No 58 dated 18 February 1977.  At that 
time, the premises were being used for such purposes consistent with the zoning applicable 
to the land.  This zoning continued when the property was subdivided in 1986.  With the 
introduction of the WLEP 1991 which was gazetted in 1991, the zoning remained as 5(a) – 
Special Uses with a notation on the current zoning map as “Power Station” across the land.   
 
As previously mentioned, the existing building located on the site (large shed) has been 
classified as being a item of ‘Heritage Value’ by the NSW Heritage Council through the 
gazettal of WLEP 1991 (Amendment No 175).  Council in its assessment of the Development 
Application raised issues in regard to the permissibility of the use as the objectives of the 
5(a) – Special Use Zone are restrictive only permitting Community and Public uses and not 
Private Commercial enterprises. 
 
Following the gazettal of Amendment No 175, the Development Application (DA 204/2007) 
made to regularise the use of the land for its current purpose, relied upon the Heritage 
Conservation Incentives contained under Clause 36 of the WLEP 1991.  Council in granting 
development consent supported the Applicant’s argument that the proposed development 
was consistent with the Conservation Incentives and therefore, Council could grant consent 
to the use being satisfied that: 
 
(i) The proposed use would not adversely affect the heritage significance of the item and 

would have little or no adverse affect on the amenity of the area; and 
 
(ii) The conservation of the building depends on the granting of the consent. 
 
The correct proposed modifications under the subject application seek to amend the 
requirements of conditions of the Development Consent in relation to the upgrade and 
construction of the access/driveway and intersection to Ruttleys Road.   
 
Under the provisions of Section 96(1A) of the EP&A Act, Council may consider an application 
to modify a Development Consent provided that, interalia: 
 
”(1A) Modifications involving minimal environmental impact 
 

A consent authority may, on application being made by the Applicant or any other 
person entitled to act on a consent granted by the consent authority and subject to and 
in accordance with the regulations, modify the consent if: 
 
(a) it is satisfied that the proposed modification is of minimal environmental impact, 

and 
(b) it is satisfied that the development to which the consent as modified relates is 

substantially the same development as the development for which the consent was 
originally granted and before that consent as originally gratned was modified (if at 
all), and 

(c) it has notified the application in accordance with: 
i. the regulations, if the regulations so require, or 
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ii. a development control plan, if the consent authority is a Council that 
has made a development control plan that requires the notification or 
advertising of applications for modification of a development consent, 
and 

(d) it has considered any submissions made concerning the proposed modification 
within any period prescribed by the regulations or provided by the development 
control plan, as the case may be. 

 
Subsections (1), (2) and (5) do not apply to such a modification.” 
 
 

In determining an Application for Modification of a consent under Section 96(1A), the Council 
is required to take into consideration such matters referred to in Section 79C(1) of the EP&A 
Act as are of relevance to the development.  Those matters of relevance are discussed in 
further detail under a separate heading in this Report. 
 
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 96(1A)(a) of the EP&A Act, Council must be satisfied 
that the proposed modification is of minimal environmental impact.  The amendment sought 
to the driveway/intersection construction involve changes to works essentially within the 
existing Ruttleys Road Reservation.  The extent of clearing of natural vegetation to provide 
the driveway for the development will not be altered from the location currently approved.  
 
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 96(1A)(b) of the Act, Council must be satisfied that the 
development to which the Consent as modified relates is substantially the same 
development.  The existing development consent provides for the relocation of the proposed 
access driveway/intersection to Ruttleys Road in the same location as that sought under the 
currently application.  Essentially the changes to the driveway/intersection construction 
involve works within the existing Ruttleys Road Reservation.  The modifications sought under 
the current application will not result in any significant material change to the external 
appearance of the development and are essentially contained to upgrading works within the 
Ruttleys Road Reservation. 
 
In both qualitative and quantitative terms, the proposal is substantially the same development 
as that which was originally approved by the Council. 
RELEVANT STATE/COUNCIL POLICIES AND PLANS 
 
The proposal has been assessed against the relevant provisions of the following 
environmental planning instruments, plans and policies: 
 
 Wyong Local Environmental Plan 1991 
 Development Control Plan 2005 – Chapter 67 Engineering requirements for 

Development 
 Austroads – Guide to Road Design – Part 4A : Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections 
 AS 2890.2 – 2002 “Parking Facilities – Off Street Commercial Vehicle Facilities” 
 
 
ECOLOGICALLY SUSTAINABLE PRINCIPLES 
 
The proposal has been assessed having regard to ecologically sustainable development 
principles and is considered to be consistent with the principles. 
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The proposed development is considered to incorporate satisfactory stormwater, drainage 
and erosion control and the retention of vegetation where possible and is unlikely to have 
any significant adverse impacts on the environment and will not decrease environmental 
quality for future generations. The proposal does not result in the disturbance of any 
endangered flora or fauna habitats and is unlikely to significantly affect fluvial environments. 
 
 
ASSESSMENT 
 
Having regard for the matters for consideration detailed in Section 79C of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and other statutory requirements, Council’s policies and 
Section 149 Certificate details, the assessment has identified the following key issues, which 
are elaborated upon for Council’s information. 
 
 
THE PROVISIONS OF RELEVANT INSTRUMENTS/PLANS/ POLICIES (s79C(1)(a)(i-iv): 
 
Council in its assessment of the Application must give consideration to any relevant 
Environmental Planning Instrument and Development Control Plan which apply to the land to 
which the Development Application relates.  A detailed assessment in relation to the issue of 
permissibility of the development and subsequent Section 96 Application has been provided 
previously in this Report.  Development Control Plan 2005 – Chapter 67 provides relevant 
Engineering Design detail which have formed part of the assessment.  Such matters are 
discussed in detail under a separate section later in this Report. 
 
THE LIKELY IMPACTS OF THE DEVELOPMENT (s79C(1)(b) ): 
 
The access, transport and traffic management measures 
 
The subject site Lot 11 DP 1091396 Ruttleys Road, Mannering Park is located along Ruttleys 
Road approximately 580.0 metres north from the Pacific Highway Intersection. 
 
An existing unsealed vehicular access onto the site from the Ruttleys Road carriageway 
currently services the development within the site which is located approximately 800.0 
metres from the Pacific Highway.  

 
Ruttleys Road is currently sign posted at 80kph however traffic surveys indicate that the 85th 
percentile speed exceed this at 86kph (2010 Traffic Count), 92kph-(2004 Traffic Count) and 
97kph (2002 Traffic Count) at several locations along Ruttleys Road.  The 2010 Traffic 
survey undertaken adjacent to the subject site recorded a maximum speed of 147kph and 
average daily volume of 8,693 daily vehicles with 7.9% being heavy vehicles.  
 
RTA statistics indicate that a total of 42 recorded accidents have occurred between 1994 -  
2010 along Ruttleys Road from the Pacific Highway to Government Road. These records 
also include details of 23 accidents with 14 injured during 2009/10 and three fatal accidents 
occurring in 2004 and 2010 (refer attachment 5). It is noted that these statistics only include 
reported accidents. 
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Opposite the subject site on Ruttleys Road is the existing Centennial Coal Operation. 
Centennial Coal’s Mannering Colliery continuation of the existing mining operation was 
approved on 12 March 2008 by Department of Planning & Infrastructure.  Mannering Colliery 
is located approximately 100.0 metres north along Ruttleys Road from the subject site.    

 
The approval granted to Centennial Coal required the completion and implementation of a 
Road Safety Audit of the intersection of Ruttleys Road and the Mannering Colliery access 
road.  The access road to the Mannering Colliery is located approximately 300.0 metres 
north of the proposed new access to the subject site.   
  
The Road Safety Audit identified a number of safety issues including the upgrading of the 
intersection to a Basic Rural Intersection (BAR). This treatment was further reviewed to a 
Channelised Treatment (CHR) to accommodate a sheltered north bound right turn lane 
entering the Centennial Coal facility.  The design plans detail extensive construction works 
approximately 350.0metres in length along the western alignment of Ruttleys Road.  The 
construction engineering design plans, geotechnical pavement design and specification have 
been lodged with Council for assessment and determination as a Construction Certificate 
Application and Roads Act Approval. 

 
In regard to the subject site, the development consent includes conditions for the 
construction of a new access to a “BAR” treatment in accordance with the Austroads 2009 
“Guide to Road Design” – Part 4A: Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections relocated 
approximately 135.0 metres south from the existing access within Ruttleys Road.  The new 
access will increase the site distance requirements for south bound vehicles travelling along 
Ruttleys Road. 

 
The proposed Section 96 Amendment seeks to modify the intersection upgrade conditions to 
a reduced standard with an access driveway treatment in accordance with the Australian 
Standard AS 2890.2-2002 “parking Facilities, Off Street Commercial Vehicle Facilities”.  
 
Examination of AS 2890.2-2002 with reference to Figure 3.2 (Minimum Design for a Major 
Access Driveway catering for HRVs and AVs) indentifies that the supporting access driveway 
Plan 150153 -001 prepared by the applicant’s consultant (ADW Johnson) does not comply 
with the standard.  The Australian Standard relates to a major road with a 13.0 metre wide 
two way (2 lanes in each direction) roadway to provide passing lanes for stationary vehicles 
into the site access.  
 
The submitted plan prepared by the applicant’s consultant details a 7.0 metre wide two way 
carriageway eliminating any road shoulder widening along Ruttleys Road required to provide 
sufficient carriageway width to enable the passing of through traffic around right turning 
ingress & egress and left turning traffic.  
 
The provision of a “BAR” treatment required by the current condition will however create 
sufficient lane width for through traffic to pass in a safer alignment along Ruttleys Road. 

 
The Australian Standard AS 2890.2-2002 recommended by the applicant’s consultant is a 
Standard that has been developed to set out the minimum requirements and 
recommendations for the provision of off-street parking, loading and manoeuvre areas for 
commercial vehicles.  The standard however is only a starting point as indicated in both the 
Australian Standard and the Austroads Guidelines.  
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These documents state that for any design process one standard should not be relied upon 
in isolation when other factors such as high speed, large traffic volumes and accident history 
indicate that other guidelines and requirements should also be considered.   
 
The subject site is located on a highly trafficked route where a high 85th percentile speed has 
been measured much higher than the sign posted speed, it is a route between destinations 
i.e. (Coal Mining Operations, The Freeway and the Pacific Highway) and is used by a high 
percentage of heavy vehicles. The standard AS 2890.2-2002 Access Driveways Section 
3.4.1(c) recommends that with high traffic volumes on a major public road that the provision 
of deceleration or slip lanes be provided to take a turning vehicle out of the traffic flow before 
the vehicle turns.  The provision of a “BAR Treatment” will achieve this design requirement. 
 
The RTA “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments” 2002 specifies that “safety is a primary 
consideration in planning for developments”. Section 6.2.3 Auxiliary Lanes of this guide 
recommends that right turn bays for vehicle movement into proposed developments should 
be provided on major roads where there is conflict potential between right turn vehicles and 
the opposing major road traffic that may create a substantial traffic delay or present danger. 
Section 6.2.1- Access Driveways of the guide also acknowledges that in non-urban areas, 
particularly on high speed roads, access should be subject to special consideration, 
determined by consultation with the road authority. 

 
Austroads 2009 “Guide to Road Design-Part 4A Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections” 
Section 4.5.1 Rural Basic Turn Treatments (Type BA) details BAR treatments which feature 
a widened shoulder on a major road that allows through vehicles , having slowed, to pass to 
the left of turning vehicles. This standard is recommended by Council’s Development 
Engineer as the minimum treatment for the access and associated roadworks within Ruttleys 
Road subject to the preparation and completion of the Design and a Road Safety Audit 
(RSA).  

 
In conclusion the investigation of the records and traffic survey data reveal the high speeds, 
accident history, high volumes of heavy vehicles along Ruttleys Road identifies that the 
safety of all uses along Ruttleys Road is considered paramount.  
 
Council’s Development Engineer after close examination and consideration of the Australian 
Standards, RTA and Austroads specifications and design guidelines recommends the 
construction of the new access, intersection works and widening along Ruttleys Road to 
provide a Basic Right Turn Treatment following the completion of a Design Road Safety 
Audit should be retained as a condition of consent. The recommended re-drafted conditions 
as part of the Section 96 application are proposed to more accurately describe the required 
access and intersection construction works within Ruttleys Road and the subject site. 
 
Council’s Traffic Engineer has also assessed the proposed modifications and comments as 
follows: 
 
“The applicant’s consultants have requested a change in Condition 9, that the driveway be 
designed in accordance with Figure 3.2 of Australian Standard AS 2890.2-2002. They have 
consequently also requested changes to Conditions 1, 10 & 36. “ 
 
Australian Standard AS 2890.2-2002 is not sufficiently definitive to use it as a condition of 
this consent. 
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However, it is agreed with the applicant’s consultants that Figure 3.2 (“Minimum design for a 
major access driveway catering for HRVs and AVs”) is the correct diagram to use in lieu of 
Figure 3.1 – “Minimum design for an access Driveway on a minor road catering for HRVs 
and AVs”.  
 
Even though Rutleys Road is not 12 metres between kerbs, it performs the function of a 
through road, and therefore it is more appropriate for Rutleys Road to be considered as a 
“major road”, Definition 1.4.8 (Australian Standard AS 2890.2-2002) – “A road carrying 
predominantly through traffic, generally either a two-way roadway and generally more than 
12 m between kerbs, or a divided road” rather than a “Minor road” (Definition 1.4.11 – A cul-
de-sac or a road carrying predominantly local traffic).  
 
Given the use of the road, evidenced by the significant volume and speed of through traffic, 
Rutleys Road should be considered as a “Major road” in terms of facilities that are required 
and hence the use of Figure 3.2 is more appropriate, than Figure 3.1, when considering 
Australian Standard AS 2890.2-2002.  
 
The plan attached in the consultant’s submission is not in accordance with Figure 3.2 of 
Australian Standard AS 2890.2-2002. The southbound pavement, shown on the diagram 
submitted by the consultant, is only being 3.5 metres wide. Figure 3.2 is based on a 
pavement width of 13 metres and therefore the southbound pavement should be 6.5 to 6.6 
metres wide. This pavement width (6.5 to 6.6 metres for the southbound carriageway) is no 
different to the widening identified in Austroads 2009, Figured 7.5, “Basic right (BAR) turn 
treatment on a two-lane rural road”. Figure 7.5 in Austroads 2009, identifies a requirement for 
the southbound pavement to be a minimum of 6.5 metres wide. Also Figure 3.2 (AS 2890.2-
2002), identifies provision for a left turning lane. This also is not shown on the diagram 
submitted by the applicant’s consultant. 
 
As Ruttleys Road is a rural road, Austroads 2009 is considered to be the correct document to 
use in identifying requirements for the development, relating to the accessway intersection. 
Section 7.5.1 of the Austroads document identifies that the treatment identified in Figure 7.5 
is applicable to “local access points”, which is the type of access under consideration. 
 
It is considered that Conditions, 1, 9, 10 and 36 imposed on the development consent are 
appropriate and should remain. Condition 9 should be expanded to include: 
 

 “The design of the intersection should take into account the location of the existing 
large power poles. The widened pavement required in accordance with the BAR 
(Austroads Figure 7.5 treatment) should be sealed and the outside edge of it offset a 
minimum distance of 1 metre from any guard rail.” 

 
In accordance with Austroads 7.5.1, consideration should be given to the “substantial speed 
reduction” that would occur in the vicinity of the driveway when assessing the requirements 
for the dimensions of the intersection being designed in accordance with Figure 7.5.  
 
In consideration of the matters above, the Applicants request to modify the consent in the 
manner sought is not supported.  However, it is recommended that the Terms and 
Conditions of the development consent be modified to provide clarity to the precise natural of 
the intersection upgrade works required”. 
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Independent Review of Applicant’s Proposal 
 
Following receipt of the subject application, Council has sought an independent review of the 
appropriateness of the Council required intersection upgrade compared to the applicant’s 
proposal in accordance with the Australian Standard.  The Traffic Consultant engaged is an 
Accredited RTA Traffic Auditor.  From the findings of the Consultant, the following 
recommendations with regard to the modified access are made: 
 
“a) The access to the site should be designed in accordance with the requirements for aq 
speed limit of 90 km/h, to ensure road safety is maintained along this section of the road.  
The accident data shows that there have been a number of accidents along this length of 
Ruttleys Road which is possibly reflective of both the road alignment as well as the actual 
speed that drivers are comfortable with on this road. 
 
b) The use of AS2890.2 is not considered appropriate in this location, due to the volume 
of traffic, measured 85th percentile speed and the requirement for heavy vehicles to enter and 
exit the site. 
 
c) The appropriate design standard to use in this instance is Austroads Part 4A : 
Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections.  With regard to Figure 4.9 of this publication, 
taking into account the two-way peak hour flow along Ruttleys Road (between 696 and 
1,043) the minimum intersection layout to be provided is a type BAR.  This allows for 
shoulder widening to allow for the southbound traffic movement to pass any vehicle waiting 
to turn right into the site access road.  This type of intersection layout will avoid rear end type 
accidents that can occur on this type of road, given the traffic volumes and the vehicle 
speeds.” 
 
The effect on heritage significance. 
 
The modifications sought will have no impacts on the heritage significance of the existing 
heritage item on the site.  The modifications relate predominantly to intersection/upgrade 
works within the Ruttleys Road Reserve.   
 
Any effect on the flora and fauna. 
 
Council’s Development Ecologist has undertaken assessment of the modifications sought 
and advises as follows: 
 
Ecological Assessment 
 
“In 2009, Council’s Development Planner (Ecologist) commented on the ecological impact of 
four proposed options for upgrading the access into the site to improve traffic safety (refer to 
memo dated 16/03/2009 D01862179). Several threatened species were identified as having 
the potential to occur on the site. Option 3 was identified as the preferred option from an 
ecological perspective, as it utilised areas that had been previously disturbed thus minimising 
any impacts on threatened species. The consent required the access to be constructed as 
per Option 3. 
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The proposal seeks to amend the current requirement for the access from Rutleys Road to 
be a BAR treatment as per Ausroads, and instead construct a driveway access in 
accordance with AS 2890.2 – 2002. Council’s Engineer, provided diagrams of the BAR 
treatment and advised that the BAR treatment requires road widening to accommodate a 
right hand turning lane therefore will require more vegetation clearing than the proposed 
alternative driveway access. The proposed amendment will therefore minimise the ecological 
impact of the required works by reducing the total area of native vegetation cleared. Neither 
option is likely to create a significant barrier to wildlife movement, including species such as 
the Squirrel Glider. 
 
Council’s Development Planner (Ecologist) has no objection to the proposed amendment 
provided the Tree/Ecology and Landscaping conditions included on the original consent 
remain unchanged.” 
 
ANY SUBMISSION MADE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS ACT OR REGULATIONS 
(s79C(1)(d)): 
 
The application was not required to be advertised under the provisions of DCP 2005 Chapter 
70 - Notification of Development Proposals and accordingly no submissions have been 
received.  Likewise, no submissions have been received from any public authority as 
Notification of the Proposal to a public authority was not required. 
 
 
THE PUBLIC INTEREST (s79C(1)(e)): 
 
Any Federal, State and Local Government interests and community interests. 
 
The modifications sought by the Applicant are not considered to be in the public interest as 
Council’s Traffic Assessment which has been supported by an independent Traffic 
Assessment concludes that the appropriate design standard to use in this instance is 
Austroads Part 4A – Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections as required under the terms 
of the current development consent.  It is considered that this type of intersection layout will 
avoid rear end type accidents that can occur on typical roadways such as Ruttleys Road, 
given the traffic volumes and speeds travelled along the roadway. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Under the Terms and Conditions of Development Consent DA/204/2007, a new vehicle 
access is to be provided to the development approximately 135 metres south of the existing 
unsealed site access.  The new access is to be constructed to a sealed pavement standard 
to accommodate the loadings generated by heavy vehicles entering and exiting the site.  The 
intersection of the access with Ruttleys Road is to be constructed to a “BAR” treatment on a 
major road in accordance with Austroads 2009 “Guide to Road Design – Part 4A : 
Unsignalised and Signalised Intersections”. 
 
The Section 96 Application seeks to modify the intersection upgrade requirements currently 
required under the terms of the Development Consent by the provision of an intersection at 
Ruttleys Road as suggested by the Applicant to AS2890.2 – 2002 “Parking Facilities, Off 
Street Commercial Vehicle Facilities”.   
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As discussed in the body of the Report, the Applicant has misinterpreted the standard of 
roadway and intersection construction required under the Australian Standard and 
accordingly, the intersection upgrade works proposed under the application are considered 
to be unsatisfactory and do not provide the level of safety as currently required under the 
terms of the consent. 
 
Accordingly, it is recommended that the Development Consent not be modified in the terms 
sought by the Applicant.  However, it is appropriate to re-word a number of the relevant 
Conditions of the consent to clearly reflect the necessary intersection upgrade works 
required to meet the Austroads Standard.   
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